Base Training

Exercise

Level 1 Conditioning and Stretching
Top Training
Techniqe/Purpose

Exercise

Technique/Purpose

Base Stance with Overhead Press or
Overhead Hold: Base stands in base
stance and presses weight up and
down. Base Keeps back position flat,
core tight, and active pressure of toes
down into the floor for stability.

Develop base stance muscle memory and stability. Correct stance: feet
slightly wider than hips for R/L stability and balance. One foot slightly in
front of the other for front/back stability and balance. Active pressure
downward with toes is important for training stability.

Preparation for both jumping and landing properly in dynamic and
Straight jump + T-Landing: Top stands in
balance skills. Tops should have flat back and tight, straight pencil
straight on block and performs straight
position. Jump should be done straight up so that they land right in front
jump. Top lands with arms in T-position
of the block. The goal is to stick the landing in a tall strong landing
and sticks.
shape.

Lunge Stance with Overhead Press or
Overhead Hold: Base stands in lunge
stance and presses weight up and
down. Base Keeps back position flat,
core tight, and active pressure of toes
down into the floor for stability.

Develop Lunge stance muscle memory and stability. Correct stance: feet
at least hips width for square hip stance and for R/L stability and
balance. Front knee pushed forward and stacked on top of front foot to
create flat surface on top of the leg. Active pressure downward with toes
is important for training stability.

Toe pitch Jump: Top places Right foot on
top of raised mat and performs straight
jump in air. Landing can be done in T
position or arms can remain above the
head.

Plank Support Gip Training: Bases work
together. Base 1 lays down and stacks
arms straight up from shoulders. Base
2 grabs hands of base 1 and performs
plank position.

Both partners should be working to improve hand grip. Two fingers
extending down the wrist, slightly angles to encourage maximum
pressure through the knuckles. This angle can be described as a “hill” in
comparison to a steep mountain. Both partners should be using finger
and hand muscles to squeeze, creating strength in the grip hold.

Superhero Shape Training: Top performs This develops back strength needed for the superhero position which is
superhero hold or rocks on the floor.
used in several skills throughout the developmental levels.

Medicine Ball Lifts from Panel Mat:
Base grabs medicine ball from raised
mat surface and lifts ball to shoulder
level using arms only. Then activate
both legs and arms to push ball above
the head.

The drill trains the base to use their arms and legs in correct sequence
and technique for lifting the top from the floor to above the head (such as
during camel or boosted straight jump). Chest position should be as
vertical as possible during squat and lift. *A common mistake occurs
when bases use legs first to lift the top, then are unable to finish lifting
the top with arms alone at the end of the push. Starting arms first allows
for improved timing/ease of the lift.

Straddle hold: Top performs straddle
hold.

Ball Toss or Foam Block Toss: Bases
stand facing each other and throw
object back and forth to practice catch
and reflex skills

Ensure the block or ball is soft and light at first. As bases improve they
can throw higher or in a more unpredictable fashion to create more
challenge for the catching base. The main goal is to develop and improve
catching reflexes of the base. Always encourage the base to strive to
catch the ball as early as possible.

Tuck position should be performed with a maximum compression of the
thighs and chest. Knees should be pulled up towards the chin. Active
Tuck and Pike Hold: Top performs tuck or
pressure downward through the knuckles is important for stability.
pike hold on blocks.
Once ready, top can straighten legs to perform a pike shape. Ideal pike,
like straddle, has heels above the level of the hips.

Handstand Training: Handstands can be
The goal of handstand training is to improve handstand shape, strength,
trained against a wall, lightly spotted
and balancing. Fine motor skills of the fingers and hands in balancing the
with a partner or by themselves on the
handstand helps to develop a base’s balancing skills.
floor.

Straddle Press to Handstand: Top stands
on feet and places hands next to incline
mat or wall. Top leans shoulder to the
wall and straddles legs through middle
splits and into the handstand position.

This drill teaches the top how to jump off one foot as during toe pitch
straight jump. Training arms above the head or holding an object such as
a foam block allows for the top to focus solely on the jumping portion of
the exercise. This also prevents the arms from doing a circular, flapping
motion during the jump which is a common mistake when learning. Once
this is mastered the T-position arms can be added.

Straddle can be held on acro blocks or the edge of a block or panel mat.
As top improves straddle, the blocks can be moved lower to encourage
them to maintain the legs at horizontal. Ideal straddle position should be
done with heels above the hips and active pressure down through the
knuckles.

It is important that top starts by placing shoulders on the wall and
sequentially rolls their spine until their back is flat against the wall. Once
the hips are pressed against the wall the legs will continue into the
handstand position. This can be performed with a small jump or with
assistance from a coach or base.

Handstand Training: Handstands can be
trained against a wall, lightly spotted with
The goal of handstand training is to improve handstand shape, strength,
a partner or by themselves on the floor.
and balancing. Fine motor skills of the fingers and hands in balancing
Handstand shaping drills can also be
the handstand helps to develop a top’s balancing skills.
performed for handstand training
practice.

Levels 2-4 Requirements
Level Type
Number (Type) of
Exercises
Music/
Choreography

Order of
Skills/Individual
Elements
Maximum Length
of Exercise
Special
Requirements

Restrictions

Difficulty

Special Conditions

Compulsory.
One (combined).
Compulsory music is provided and must be used in the performance of the exercises.
Music is provided for the following events: Pairs and Groups – for all levels. Music may
be found on the USA Gymnastics website.
1. If the wrong music is used for the competitive event, no difficulty will be awarded
for the exercise.
2. Manual fading of the music during competition is not allowed. A −1.0 penalty will be
taken by the CJP for manually fading the music.
3. At all levels, if a routine is performed without music for whatever reason, a DJ
deduction of −1.0 applies. If the music begins but cuts off in the middle, this
deduction does not apply.
Compulsory choreography is provided and must be performed in the exercise.
Compulsory routines can be found on the USA Gymnastics website.
1. Any attempt at choreography will receive credit.
2. If no attempt at choreography is made, a one-time CJP deduction of −1.0 is applied.
1. Skills must be performed in order as written. The order of skills/individual elements
for each event is pictured and detailed in this section.
2. A −0.3 DJ deduction applies for skills/individual elements performed out of order.
1. A −0.3 CJP deduction applies if the exercise starts or ends after the music.

1. The top must be supported by at least one of the base(s) in the landings of all
dynamic skills.
2. A special requirement penalty of −0.5, taken by the DJ, applies to unsupported
landings.
1. No additional choreography, pair/group skills, or individual elements of value are
allowed. The penalty for additional skills or choreography is a −1.0 DJ deduction to
be taken no more than one time in each exercise.
2. No linking between dynamic skills is permitted, unless specified in the skill
description. A clear and controlled beginning and end must be performed;
otherwise, no credit will be given for either skill.
1. If all compulsory elements are successfully performed, the difficulty score of the
exercise is 10.0.
2. If a required skill/individual element is not performed, the difficulty is reduced by:
Pair/group skills are worth 1.0, and individual elements are worth 0.4.
1. Levels 2-4 exercises may be performed on a strip of tumbling mats if a suitable
floor is not available.
2. Groups: May be composed of both male and females in a mixture of the coach’s
discretion (ie: 2 female Bases and a male Top)
Pairs: May be composed of both male and female, in a mixture of the coach’s
discretion (ie.: a female Base and a male Top)

Individual Element
Clarifications

Pair/Group Skill
Clarifications

1. Scales do not need to be horizontal for credit. However, if scales are below
horizontal, execution deductions will apply.
2. Athletes may take two steps with either hands or feet to get into the bridge position.
After two movements, applicable execution deductions apply.
3. For all levels, execution judges may take up to −1.0 in execution deductions on
individual elements in total.
1. “Hooking” the legs on the elbows prior to performing a straddle is considered
additional support and incurs a −0.5 execution deduction.
2. Timing for balance skills, including pair/group skills and individual elements,
should be counted the same. Coaches and judges should count as follows: “one
thousand one, one thousand two, one thousand three.”

LEVEL 2 PAIR
ID
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Pictogram

Text
Toe Pitch: Partners face Judges holding hands. Outside arm salutes. Base
sits on knees and creates toe pitch position. Top places hands on Base's
shoulders and places 1 foot in hands of Base. Base sit up and pushes Top to
perform straight jump. Base supports landing.
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Mountain on Table: Base sits and pushes up to table position. Top
faces base and places hands on shoulders of base. Top steps up to place
feet onto thighs of base to form a straight legged mountain position.
Hold 3"
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Bridge: All partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge with bent or
straight legs. Feet may be together or apart. Athletes must show
control.
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Straight Jump: Base sits on knees. Base supports Top to stand on
base's thighs facing same direction. Top performs straight jump off to
landing position on floor. Base sits up during jump to assist and support
Top's landing.
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Straddle on Knees: Base sits back on knees. Top straddles legs in
front of Base, reaches hands behind and inbetween their legs to grip on
Base's thighs and performs straddle position. Base supports Top under
legs. Hold for 3"
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Forward Roll: Both partners stand with arms up in pencil position. Both
perform forward roll and end with arms up in pencil position.

LEVEL 2 WOMEN'S GROUP
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Pictogram

Text
T-Lift: Bases stand on each side of Top facing judges. Base's outside
arms salute. Bases turn and face Top. Top forms T position with arms
straight and out to the side. Bases place hands under shoulder (armpit)
and forearm gripping Top. All bend and Bases lift top up and down. Top
and Bases show correct landing position.
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3”

Column Pyramid: Base sitting on knees on floor. Middle stands on
Base's thighs facing the same direction, with support of Base. Top
stands behind Base, places hands on Bases shoulders and performs
rear scale. Hold for 3".

90º
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Forward Roll: All Partners stand with arms up in Pencil position. All
perform forward roll and end with arms up in Pencil position.
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Basket: Bases face each other and form "basket" position with hands.
Top stands in front of Bases, places hands on Base's shoulders and sits
on basket. (Bases bend to pick up Top and return to standing). Bases's
squat and stand with Top sitting on basket. Top may have hands on
shoulders of Bases. Bases return Top to floor and finish.
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Bridge: All partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge with bent or
straight legs. Feet may be together or apart. Athletes must show
control.
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Plank Pyramid: Bases lie down side by side, knees bent with feet on
floor. Top stands behind Base's heads. Walks forward over Bases to
place hands on Base's knees. Bases lift Top to plank position. Support
may be anywhere on Top's legs. Hold for 3". Bases stand up, all hold
hands and face judges. Base's outside arms salute.

LEVEL 3 PAIR
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Pictogram

Text
Toe Pitch: Partners face Judges holding hands. Outside arm salutes. Base
sits on knees and creates toe pitch position. Top places hands on Base's
shoulders and places 1 foot in hands of Base. Base sit up and pushes Top to
perform straight jump. Base supports landing.
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Assisted Handstand on Knee: Base sits on both knees. Top stands
3”
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on one side of base faceing the same direction. Top places hands on
thights of base. Base grips legs or hips of the Top and assists Top in a
jump/cartwheel to handstand. Hold 3". Top rolls out to stand in pencil
position with arms by ears.

Bridge: Both partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge with bent
or straight legs. Feet may be together or apart. Athletes must show
control. Both return to pencil position.
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T-Lift: Partners face each other. Top forms T position with arms
straight and out to the side. Base places hands under shoulders
(armpits). Both bend and Base lifts Top up and down. Top and Base
show correct landing position.
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Hand Support: Base lies on back knees up, feet on floor. Top
straddles Base's torso facing same direction. Top and Base grip hands.
Top places both feet on knees of Base to form pike position. Hold 3"
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Shoulderstand: Base sits on knees. Top stands behind or to the side
of Base. Base assists Top with both hands to climb onto shoulders of
Base facing same direction. Top steps or jumps off shoulders to landing
position on floor.
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Cartwheel: Both Partners perform 1 cartwheel. Finish in lunge
position.

LEVEL 3 WOMEN'S GROUP
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Pictogram

Text
Toe Pitch: Bases stand on each side of Top facing judges.
Base's outside arms salute. Bases kneel to sit and face Top for
a double toe pitch position. Top steps into hands of bases and
steps up to straight legs. Top bends and jumps, straightening
legs. Bases sit up and push Top to perform straight jump. Top
lands in T position with arms straight and out to the sides.
Bases support landing.
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Column Pyramid: Base sitting on knees on floor. Middle

3”

stands on Base's thighs facing the same direction, with support
of Base. Top climbs up onto Bases shoulders using the right
hand of Middle partner. Once on shoulders, Top may hold hands
of Middle or place hands on Middle's shoulders. Hold for 3".
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Cartwheel: All Partners perform 1 cartwheel. All finish in
lunge position.
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Run-Supergirl catch: Bases face each other. Top runs and
jumps to forearm catch on stomach, caught by Bases.
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Bridge: All partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge with
bent or straight legs. Feet may be together or apart. Athletes
must show control. All return to pencil position.
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Scale: From Pencil, All partners do tuck and roll standup finish
2”

with arms up by ears. Each partner performs front scale for 2".

90º
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Handstand Pyramid: Base sitting on knees on floor. Middle
3”
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stands facing Base. Top stands to the side of Base in lunge
position. Top cartwheels to handstand on thighs of Base with
handstand position facing Base. Legs of Top in position of
choice. Middle supports anywhere on leg or ankle of Top.
Hold for 3".

Basket: Bases face each other and form "basket" position with
hands. Top climbs onto basket and places hands on Base's
heads. Once stable, Top lifts arms to form pencil position. Top
brings hands back to head or shoulders of Bases. Top steps off
backward supported by Bases. No flight allowed. All Partners
face judges, hold hands. Base's outside arms salute.

LEVEL 4 PAIR
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Pictogram

Text
Scale: Partners face Judges holding hands. Outside arm salutes.
Holding hands, partners perform front scale for 2".

2”

90º

90º
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Toe Pitch: Partners turn and face each other. Base creates toe pitch
position. Top places hands on Base's shoulders and places 1 foot in
hands of Base. Top jumps into a pencil position. Base remains bent and
then stands up to support landing. (Base does not lift or pitch)
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Assisted Press to Handstand on Floor: Base sits on both knees. Top
stands on one side of Base facing same direction, places hands on the
floor in front of Base and holds a straddle position. Base assists top in
straddle and in a press to handstand position. Base support is on hips or
legs of Top. Hold for 3"

3”
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Bridge: All partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge with bent or
straight legs. Feet may be together or apart. Athletes must show
control. All return to pencil position.
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Jump to Wrap: Partners face each other. Base grabs under Top's
shoulders (underarms). Top jumps up to front wrap position on Base's
hips. Partners show control. Base lifts Top back to standing on floor.
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3”

Hand Support: Base lies on back knees up, feet on floor. Top
straddles Base's torso facing same direction. Top and Base grip hands.
Top places both feet on knees of Base to hold pike position. Once stable,
Top lifts one leg to tuck position. Hold 3"
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Shoulderstand: Base sits on knees. Top stands behind or to the side
of Base. Base assists Top with both hands to climb onto shoulders of
Base facing same direction. With Top standing, Base motions to
kneeling position. Top steps or jumps off shoulders to landing position
on floor.
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3”

Straddle on Knees: Base sits back on knees. Top straddles legs in
front of Base, reaches hands behind and inbetween their legs to grip on
Base's thighs and performs straddle position. Base supports Top under
legs. Hold for 3"

Cartwheel: Both Partners perform 1 cartwheel. Finish in lunge
position.

LEVEL 4 WOMEN'S GROUP
Pictogram
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Text
Toe Pitch: Bases stand on each side of Top facing judges.
Base's outside arms salute. Bases turn and face Top for a
double toe pitch position. Top steps into hands of bases and
steps up to straight legs. All show control. Top steps down.
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T-Lift: Top forms T position with arms straight and out to
the sides. Bases place hands under shoulder (armpit) and
forearm for gripping. All bend and Bases lift top up and
down. Top and Bases show correct landing position.
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Column Pyramid: Base in Chair position. Top or Middle

3”

stands on Base's thighs facing the same direction, with
support of Base. Remaining partner holds hands of thigh
stand partner and performs rear scale for 3".

90º
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Cartwheel: All Partners perform 1 cartwheel. All finish in
lunge position.
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Run-Supergirl catch: Bases face each other. Top runs
and jumps to forearm catch on stomach, caught by Bases.
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Bridge: All partners lie down in pencil. Press up to Bridge
with bent or straight legs. Feet may be together or apart.
Athletes must show control. All return to pencil position.
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Scale: From Pencil, All partners do tuck and roll standup
2”

finish with arms up by ears. Each partner performs front
scale for 2".

90º
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3”
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Candlestick Pyramid: Base lies down. Knees bent with
feet on floor. Top straddles Bases torso, places hands on
Bases knees, and leans shoulders into Base's hands. Top
jump or press into shoulderstand position. Top may start on
floor or place feet on Bases's knees. Middle partner stands
at Base's head and assists Top in motion to shoulderstand.
Middle
Top's
legs
or other
ankles.
for
3".
Basket:holds
Bases
face
each
andHold
form
"basket"
position
with hands. Top climbs onto basket and places hands on
Base's heads. Bases bend their knees and return to
standing, Top's legs stay straight. Top steps off backward
supported by Bases. No flight allowed.
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3”

Double Straddle Pyramid: Bases stand side by side.
Bases kneel onto one knee beside each other. Top performs
a straddle on bases inside thighs. Bases support straddle
anywhere under Top's legs. Hold for 3". All Partners stand
up, hold hands. Base's outside arms salute.

